The assembly of the tropoelastin monomer into elastin is vital for conferring elasticity on blood vessels, skin, and lungs. Tropoelastin has dual needs for flexibility and structure in self-assembly. We explore the structuredynamics-function interplay, consider the duality of molecular order and disorder, and identify equally significant functional contributions by local and global structures. To study these organizational stratifications, we perturb a key hinge region by expressing an exon that is universally spliced out in human tropoelastins. We find a herniated nanostructure with a displaced C terminus and explain by molecular modeling that flexible helices are replaced with substantial b sheets. We see atypical higher-order cross-linking and inefficient assembly into discontinuous, thick elastic fibers. We explain this dysfunction by correlating local and global structural effects with changes in the molecule's assembly dynamics. This work has general implications for our understanding of elastomeric proteins, which balance disordered regions with defined structural modules at multiple scales for functional assembly.
INTRODUCTION
Elastic fibers are integral to the extracellular matrix of vertebrate tissues such as blood vessels, skin, and lungs, where they provide the structural integrity and elasticity required for mechanical stretching of these tissues during normal function (1) . The dominant component of elastic fibers is the elastin polymer, which is assembled from its soluble precursor, tropoelastin. Elastin is one of the most durable human proteins, with a demonstrated half-life of~74 years (2) , implying an impressive ability to withstand mechanical failure despite more than 2 billion aortic expansion and contraction cyclic loading events.
Tropoelastin has a defined shape in solution (3) but paradoxically also displays a large percentage of flexible, disordered regions needed for molecular elasticity (4, 5) . The tertiary structure of human tropoelastin represents an ensemble of elastic conformers (3, 6 ), yet occasional conserved sequence elements hint at requirements for functional demands in one or more key parts of this molecule (7) (8) (9) . Elastic fiber formation occurs in a stepwise process involving tropoelastin association, massive molecular deposition, and cross-linking (10) . However, the apparently contradictory dual needs for structural plasticity and the organizational requirement for cooperative contributions of regions toward protein self-assembly into elastic fibers have not been reconciled. Whether the conformational flexibility of tropoelastin may itself contribute to this assembly process has also never been determined.
Tropoelastin transcripts are subject to extensive but tightly regulated alternative splicing at well-conserved and functionally equivalent splice junctions (9, 11) . Of 34 exons in the human tropoelastin transcript, a number of exons, including exons 22, 23, 24, 26A, 32, and 33, are variably spliced (12) . Conceptually, the alternate usage of exons enables the production of functionally diverse tropoelastin isoforms from a single gene sequence. These tropoelastin splice variants may be secreted into specific cellular environments to accommodate the different functional and structural requirements of the elastic fiber network in various tissues (13) . Exon 22 is unique among exons that are subject to alternative splicing. Despite its persistence in human DNA, it is universally spliced out in human tropoelastin transcripts (7, 14) . It is absent from all 13 human tropoelastin isoforms now recorded in the UniProt database, in more than 200 human tropoelastin samples analyzed by mass spectrometry (C. Schmeltzer, personal communication), and in diverse transcript analyses (Z. Urban, personal communication). Exclusion of domain 22 not only interrupts the highly conserved structure of alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains but also enables the adjoining hydrophilic domains 21/23 to form a flexible hinge region (15) believed to be necessary for elastic fiber assembly.
The work reported here explores the structural and functional consequences of locally perturbing the sequence of wild-type human tropoelastin (WT) using an integrative approach that combines both experimental and modeling techniques (Fig. 1) . We identify important local submolecular structural differences between WT and the constructed mutant WT+22, a tropoelastin variant with domain 22, a 29-residue hydrophobic sequence that comprises <4% of the entire sequence, restored between domains 21 and 23. We show that, surprisingly, this small change in the molecule leads to global changes in its nanostructure and dynamics that result in profoundly deleterious effects on elastogenic assembly. By comparing WT and WT+22 tropoelastin for submolecular structure, molecular shape and dynamics, and macromolecular assembly, we explore the structure-dynamics-function relationship in tropoelastin, illustrating the fragile balance between elastic flexibility and shape definition required for the normal assembly of an elastomeric protein. This work marks an important step toward understanding the requisite conditions for elastogenesis and tropoelastin assembly into biomaterials and the pathological effects of elastin mutations and knockdowns.
RESULTS
WT+22 shows altered local structure in a full atomic-resolution model of the hinge region To assess whether local conformational differences occur within the domain 21/23 tropoelastin hinge region with the insertion of an intervening hydrophobic domain 22 ( Fig. 2A) , we created molecular models based on the amino acid sequences of domains 21/23 and 21/22/23. We used replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) (16) , an accelerated structure prediction algorithm, to create an ensemble of conformations from which representative structures were determined (Fig. 2B) . Secondary structure analysis displayed a marked presence of helices in the WT hinge region, whereas a marked presence of b sheet content was observed for the WT+22 construct, with significantly reduced helical content (Fig. 2C ). Coil and turn composition did not vary significantly between the constructs. Representative structures of the WT+22 construct displayed a high propensity for double b strand formation between amorphous domains, which may be essential in stabilizing the hinge region. There was no discernible difference in the overall secondary structure composition of the WT and WT+22 constructs in the context of the full-length protein (fig. S1A, method details in the Supplementary Materials).
WT+22 nanostructure reveals a bulky central region and a displaced C terminus We examined whether the reduced flexibility of the WT+22 hinge region caused by the insertion of domain 22 resulted in broad conformational changes within the tropoelastin molecule (fig. S1B). We had previously discovered that the solution structure of tropoelastin consists of an elastic coil region spanning from the N terminus to domain 18, continuing to a hinge region in domains 21/23 and then to a bridge region around domains 25/26, which connects to the C-terminal foot region (3). Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis of WT and WT+22 produced an ensemble of nanostructures that present these characteristic features ( fig. S1C ). However, the average WT+22 shape revealed an increased density in the region devoted to the native hinge and bridge regions, corresponding to the expected placement of domain 22 (Fig. 2D) . The conformational shift displayed by WT+22 around the original bridge region also resulted in a slight spatial displacement of the C terminus, consistent with the role of the WT bridge in orienting the position of the C-terminal region (6) . Our results show that the addition of a relatively short sequence in the form of domain 22 to the critical hinge region was sufficient to measurably alter the defined tertiary shape of this elastomeric protein.
Potential consequences of the WT+22 structure were manifested by modeling the tandem assembly of monomers according to the proposed head-to-tail mechanism of elastin microfiber formation ( fig.  S1D ). In this model, domains 19 and 25, bracketing the hinge region of one molecule, were juxtaposed with the N-terminal domain 10 from a second molecule to allow the formation of a well-defined cross-link (3). Wild-type human tropoelastin and WT+22 tropoelastin fitted to this model produced different coil structures in which the buried surface area between two WT+22 monomers (calculated at 6694 Å 2 ) was greater than that between a WT pair (calculated at 1743 Å 2 but at the cost of molecular clashes at the interface). This difference indicates potential variations in WT and WT+22 intermolecular contacts, which may affect the efficiency of assembly and the organization of monomers within the human elastin structure. This model emphasizes that even molecules with abundant disordered regions, such as tropoelastin, still require a defined shape to achieve an efficient, functional assembly. 
WT+22 shows decreased antibody detection of central and C-terminal regions
To confirm the global structural differences between WT and WT+22 tropoelastin, we probed surface-bound molecules using antibodies targeted against specific tropoelastin domains (Fig. 2E) . The antibody to domain 6 detected equivalent levels of the epitope on both WT and WT+22, indicating a similar exposure of the N-terminal segment of both constructs. However, the BA4 antibody, which recognizes the hydrophobic hexapeptide VGVAPG predominantly in tropoelastin domain 24 (17) , bound~15% less to WT+22 than to WT. This reduced binding points to a slightly lower exposure of the central region of tropoelastin, which is likely due to changes in the local arrangement of domains encompassing the inserted domain 22, as demonstrated through the molecular models of the hinge region as well as the SAXS-derived solution structures. In addition, the antibody to the tropoelastin C terminus detected~30% fewer epitopes in WT+22 than in WT. This reduction implies a partially inaccessible C terminus in WT+22 that may have been displaced or obscured by an upstream conformational change. Together, these results are consistent with the determined nanostructural differences between WT and WT+22.
Wild-type human tropoelastin and WT+22 tropoelastin display markedly different characteristic molecular motions The inherent flexibility of tropoelastin suggests that its assembly into macromolecular structures most likely does not proceed through a static interlocking of monomers. To model collective domain movements that may contribute to intermolecular assembly, we adapted the WT and WT+22 shapes derived from SAXS data (3) into elastic network models. The kinetics of tropoelastin can be described as an ensemble of conformational microstates that are intrinsically accessible to the molecule under physiological conditions. Here, we examined the most cooperative motions, or modes, between the main structural regions of tropoelastin. Physically, these modes represent deformations that are least energetically costly on a multidimensional energy landscape, where mode frequency represents the curvature of the free energy landscape. These motions are tied to the overall tropoelastin SAXS-derived solution shape rather than to specific interatomic interactions. On this basis, we can model the molecule's dynamics with a simple, single-parameter harmonic force field applied to a network of interconnected nodes, with results nearly identical to those obtained from more complex force fields and experimental data (18, 19) . This approach demonstrates an analytical solution to dynamics problems that are inaccessible to full-atomistic molecular dynamics due to time-scale limitations.
To validate this method, we considered the flexible hinge region of tropoelastin encoded by domains 21 and 23. The shape of the predicted full-atomistic model closely matched the approximate SAXS-derived molecular geometry ( Fig. 2F) (20) . Elastic normal modes were compared between atomic-resolution structures with a complex potential based on the CHARMM force field model and a low-resolution SAXS elastic network model with a distance-dependent spring constant (further details of the methodology are provided in the Supplementary Materials). For the first six lowest-frequency modes, there is a strong correspondence between the full-atomistic model and the SAXS-based elastic network model (Fig. 2G ). As described above, higher-frequency modes become more energetically expensive; therefore, we present a linear combination scaled by modal amplitude to describe the accessible dynamics of the molecule. Including additional higher modes had minimal effect on motion trajectory ( fig. S1G ). On the basis of this analysis, we extended the elastin network model to SAXS-resolution structures of the full-length WT and WT+22 tropoelastin to examine near-equilibrium dynamics of the molecules (Fig. 3A) . In these elastic network models, we combined the first six modes (scaled by their amplitudes) into a representative molecular motion. Higher modes were excluded because their addition shows negligible variation in dynamics.
The WT elastic network model describes a characteristic scissorslike motion between the hinge region and the foot region, as well as a twisting motion in the N-terminal coil region, in which the N terminus experiences the highest displacement ( Fig. 3B and video S1). The geometric distribution of the tropoelastin molecular volume intrinsically prompts a cohesive motion pattern between the upper region and the lower region of the molecule that predisposes toward a head-to-tail assembly of monomers into higher-order structures. The molecule-to-molecule binding effectively reinforces the weakest region of the molecule, as the hinge region with the highest stress concentration is clamped in place during cross-linking, signifying a natural biological propensity to strengthen weak molecular segments in hierarchical assembly. The top and bottom molecular motions are complementary, ensuring higher space sampling such that interfacing regions efficiently come into contact. Thus, intrinsically accessible molecular motion may play a large role in improved kinetics and yield of intramolecular assembly. Representative conformers from which the average WT shape was obtained qualitatively support the dynamics proposed above (Fig. 3C) .
In contrast, the mutant WT+22 displays dynamics that significantly diverge from the WT. The hinge and foot regions of the WT+22 molecule move in parallel, whereas its coil region bends along a perpendicular axis ( Fig. 3D and video S2 ). These molecular motions potentially shield intermolecular regions of contact and reduce the likelihood of head-to-tail assembly.
Local and global molecular structures both contribute to tropoelastin dynamics To confirm the mechanistic correlation between local secondary structure and molecular dynamics, we incorporate the observed a helix-to-b sheet transition in the WT+22 hinge region into the tropoelastin elastic network model. The formation of b sheets in the hinge region effectively stiffens and reduces the flexibility of the WT+22 molecule. To capture this change in the global dynamics model, we incorporated a variable stiffness into the elastic network model. We compare four models: (i) a WT elastic network model with a softened hinge region; (ii) the original WT elastic network model; (iii) a WT elastic network model with a stiffened hinge region to represent the a helix-to-b sheet transition based on the full atomicresolution models; and (iv) the original WT+22 mutant tropoelastin elastic network model (Fig. 3E) . The stiffness of different molecular regions is defined by the interbead potential cutoff distance, where an increased cutoff represents a stiffer region. The differences are quantified by the change in two angles, q and f. q represents the bending angle of the scissors-like motion between the legs of the molecule, as in WT, whereas f describes the angle associated with the molecule bend along the axis perpendicular to its body, as observed in the mutant WT+22. The scissors-like motion of WT corresponds to a large change in q (Dq), which is replaced by a parallel motion of the legs in WT+22. In contrast, the WT+22 dynamics is represented by a large change in f (Df), indicative of a strong bend perpendicular to the body of the molecule, which is replaced by a twist along the molecule's body in WT (Fig.  3E) . The addition of a stiffer hinge region in WT transforms the dynamics as defined by Dq and Df to approach the behavior of WT+22. Conversely, the inclusion of a softer hinge region reinforces WT-like dynamics, characterized by a more prominent bend in the legs and an extended twist in the body. These results strongly suggest that local stiffness changes in the hinge region affect not only the global structure of tropoelastin but also its dynamics. We propose, therefore, that the mechanisms responsible for the divergent macromolecular responses of WT and WT+22 tropoelastin described below are subject to both local submolecular structure and global molecular configuration and geometry.
WT+22 tropoelastin forms structurally atypical hydrogels with limited swelling and compression properties To determine the functional consequences of perturbed molecular structure and dynamics, we tested the ability of WT+22 tropoelastin to form higher-order constructs. WT+22 exhibits a coacervation behavior characteristic of tropoelastin molecules ( fig. S2 , method details in the Supplementary Materials). Tropoelastin cross-linking in vivo is mediated by lysyl oxidase enzymes and occurs between specific lysine residues to form the intramolecular and intermolecular linkages in insoluble elastic fibers (21) . We modeled tropoelastin crosslinking in vitro with BS3, an amine-reactive homobifunctional crosslinker. Chemical cross-linking by BS3 is known to approximate in vivo lysyl oxidase-mediated cross-linking (21), as previously demonstrated by the similarities between BS3-cross-linked and native elastin (22) . Addition of a sixfold molar excess of BS3 allowed the complete incorporation of both WT and WT+22 into the hydrogel material ( fig. S3A ), indicating that domain 22 does not abolish tropoelastin cross-linking.
However, micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) imaging revealed dramatic morphological differences between the WT hydrogel and the WT+22 hydrogel (Fig. 4, A and B) . The WT hydrogel comprised interwoven fibers interspersed with large pores that spanned the surface and cross section of the sample. This structural composition is consistent with the filamentous nature of natural elastin (23) . In contrast, the WT+22 hydrogel appeared as a dense, compact material with no visible channels. Analysis of the micro-CT images revealed that the porosity of the WT+22 hydrogels at 69.9 ± 1.2% was less than that of the WT hydrogels at 90.6 ± 0.8%. Because hydrogel porosity is associated with the properties of the polymer phase (24) , this reduced porosity points to a difference between WT and WT+22 cross-linking. The impact of domain 22 insertion on tropoelastin cross-linking is consistent with its placement within the classical cross-link-enriched region bracketed by domains 17 and 27 (21) . Because tropoelastin cross-linking is highly dependent on the exposure and alignment of specific lysine residues (25), any conformational disruption to the WT+22 cross-linking regions due to the helix-to-sheet transition in the domain 21/22/23 hinge or the deformation in the domain 25/26 bridge, as well as the disorganization of monomers during assembly, is highly likely to influence the type and extent of cross-link formation and to give rise to atypical hydrogel structures.
Elastin hydrogels characteristically swell in an aqueous environment (26) . At 4°, 25°, and 37°C, WT and WT+22 hydrogels supported the influx of water as a multiple of their dry weights (Fig. 4C) . However, in accordance with their reduced porosity, we found that the WT+22 hydrogels consistently swell less than WT hydrogels at each temperature. Hydrogel swelling is conventionally inversely related to cross-link density (26, 27) , which is consistent with a model where WT+22 has more extensive and/or differently placed cross-links than WT. Mechanically, the WT+22 hydrogels also displayed an~23% reduction in compressive deformation compared to the WT material under equal load applications (Fig. 4D) . The relative ability of WT+22 hydrogels to resist compressive force is attributed to their compact structure and lower porosity, consistent with previous observations on cross-linked elastin biomaterials (28). Scanning electron microscopy of the hydrogel surfaces confirmed distinct structural differences between the WT material and the WT+22 material (Fig. 4, E and F) . The WT hydrogel showed a highly porous fibrous network on its top surface that coalesced into a sheet-like layer on its bottom surface. In contrast, we found that the WT+22 hydrogel, except for several short, thin fibrous structures on the top surface, was mainly composed of a compact sheet on both the top surface and the bottom surface. A number of pores were visible on the WT+22 hydrogel surface, but they were 8-to 10-fold smaller than those on the WT surface. The edges of the WT and WT+22 hydrogels clearly demonstrated these compositional differences. A large network of fibers was visible across the full thickness of the WT hydrogel, whereas stacked layers of a sheet-like structure comprised the WT+22 hydrogel. These results underscore a difference in the arrangement of WT+22 molecules during cross-linking into higher-order structures.
WT+22 tropoelastin displays impaired elastic fiber assembly
To model elastic fiber assembly in a cellular environment, we added WT and WT+22 tropoelastin to cultured human dermal fibroblasts with an established microfibrillar network (Fig. 5) . At low (20 mg/ml) and high (200 mg/ml) tropoelastin concentrations, WT followed the same elastogenic time course, in which spherules were arranged linearly after 1 day, and well-defined elastic fibers appeared after 4 days and persisted by 10 days. In stark contrast, WT+22 remained as spherules at low concentrations and formed elastic fibers only at high concentrations within the extracellular environment. This odd behavior suggests some selectivity against the non-native WT+22 isoform at the cellular level, which is similar, in principle, to the bias against the incorporation of an abnormal cutis laxa-associated tropoelastin mutant into vascular elastic fibers (14) . The decreased efficiency of WT+22 incorporation into elastic fibers was only partially compensated for by an excess of added monomers, as evidenced by the early lag in the WT+22 elastogenic time course and the formation of significantly fewer fibers than WT (Fig. 6A) . Furthermore, WT+22 fibers were punctate and did not have the continuous structure of WT fibers. This behavior, coupled with decreased detection by immunofluorescence (Fig. 6B) , is consistent with a differential packing of WT+22 within the elastic fiber. However, autofluorescence of WT+22 fibers was similar to that of WT (Fig. 6C) . Because elastin autofluorescence is attributed to its maturation into a cross-linked structure (29) , this implies that WT+22 fibers undergo a similar maturation process over time at this level.
We tested the elastogenic capability of WT+22 in another model system using human retinal pigmented epithelial cells (Fig. 7) , a cell line that naturally expresses the major elastogenic components, except tropoelastin (30) . At low and high concentrations of supplied tropoelastin, WT established an elastic fiber network similar to that described in the fibroblast environment. Unlike in fibroblasts, WT+22 fibers formed even at low concentrations in ARPE-19 cells. This finding demonstrates a better tissue-specific tolerance for WT+22 by ARPE-19 cells, in contrast to fibroblasts. Cell-specific extracellular matrix environments may account for the differential fiber assembly (31) of WT+22 in these fibroblast and ARPE-19 elastogenic systems (32) .
We found that WT+22 fibers made by ARPE-19 cells likewise displayed reduced immunofluorescence (Fig. 8, A and E) and autofluorescence (Fig. 8, B and F) , suggesting a non-native organization of monomers within the assembled fiber and/or impaired interactions with elastogenic proteins, including cross-linking enzymes within the ARPE-19 environment. WT+22 fibers were also fewer in number than WT fibers (Fig. 8, C and G) , in agreement with a decreased efficiency of WT+22 incorporation into the elastic matrix. The increased average width of WT+22 fibers ( fig. S3B ) confirms the propensity of WT+22 to form morphologically different elastic fibers, consistent with reports that sequence polymorphisms in tropoelastin can alter the architecture of resulting elastic fibers (13) . The thicker WT+22 fibers reflect a characteristic of nonhuman skin elastic fibers derived from tropoelastin with domain 22 (33) . This is likely linked to the primary function of such elastic fibers for hair placement in nonhumans, in contrast to the maintenance of dermal elasticity in human skin (33) .
The impaired elastogenic ability of WT+22 is not attributable to deficient cellular interactions. Tropoelastin contacts cells throughout the elastogenic process, from the association of monomers on cell surface receptors to the prompting of cellular responses as components of the extracellular matrix (34) . The tested concentrations of exogenous tropoelastin also do not affect cell viability, as indicated by similar numbers of cells with intact plasma membrane and nucleus after extended incubation with or without added tropoelastin (20 or 200 mg/ml). We observed comparable levels of human dermal fibroblast attachment to 
DISCUSSION
Our study uses an integrative approach that combines in silico modeling with wet-bench experimental validation to demonstrate that, despite the intrinsic flexibility of tropoelastin as a supposedly disordered elastomeric protein (35) , local changes in its native shape, manifested by a perturbed hinge region in human tropoelastin, can have a substantial impact on global molecular motion and function, including its assembly into larger-scale structures. To investigate the structure-dynamicsfunction relationship in tropoelastin, we perturbed the domain 21/22/23 hinge by restoring a constitutively quiescent domain 22 sequence within this identified region of high local flexibility (36) . Despite the inability of traditional circular dichroism techniques to detect any resulting secondary structure changes in the context of the whole tropoelastin molecule, full-atomistic modeling of the mutant hinge region predicted substantial stabilizing b-sheet transitions that mechanistically account for the broad-scale changes in WT+22 nanostructure observed via SAXS and antibody probes.
These SAXS-derived nanostructures, in turn, set the basis for elastic network models that predict molecular motion. We describe here for the first time the intrinsically accessible domain movements of WT, characterized by an N-terminal twisting motion and a scissors-like motion between the hinge region and the foot region. The altered WT+22 nanostructure is associated with distinctly different molecular movements, defined by an N-terminal bend and a parallel motion between the hinge region and the foot region. Notably, by computationally increasing the stiffness of the hinge region in the WT elastic network model, we demonstrate a shift in the WT dynamics toward that of WT+22. This finding directly confirms that the b-sheet transition in the WT+22 hinge is closely tied to manifestations of the molecule's divergent dynamics and clearly illustrates that both local submolecular and global tertiary structures contribute to tropoelastin molecular motions.
We further postulate that these dynamics are important to the functional interaction of tropoelastin molecules during elastin assembly, because the N-terminal twist and C-terminal scissors-like motions appear complementary and are consistent with accessing compatible conformations for tandem monomer interactions in the previously proposed head-to-tail manner (3). Therefore, the differences in dynamics between WT and WT+22 may suggest a mechanism for the divergent macromolecular assembly processes observed experimentally, as they impair the efficacy of normal intermolecular tropoelastin contacts. In circumstances where assembly is facilitated, such as through chemical cross-linking during hydrogel formation or through a significant increase in the WT+22 monomer concentration during elastogenesis, the WT+22 shape is predicted to give rise to aberrant structures, as validated by dense hydrogels and thick, punctate elastic fibers. Furthermore, the altered energetics of WT+22 assembly may affect the organization and morphology of the resultant higher-order structure by predisposing non-native interactions between tropoelastin molecules. These findings strongly demonstrate a tight interconnection between hierarchies of structure and dynamics and their functional realization in tropoelastin. This study illustrates the benefits of using a complementary and integrated computationalexperimental cross-feedback strategy to gain valuable insights into a complex system, as exemplified by the molecular structure and dynamics factors underpinning tropoelastin assembly. Our findings reveal a compatible contradiction where the duality of disordered regions and a defined overall solution shape helps to fulfill competing structural requirements for elasticity and assembly in an elastomeric protein.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of tropoelastin constructs
The amino acid sequence GAAGAGVLGGLVPGAPGAVPGVPGTGGVP encoded by exon 22 of human tropoelastin (Gene ID 2006) was reverse-translated and optimized for codon usage in Escherichia coli. The resulting nucleotide sequence GGTGCGGCGGGTGCGGGT-GTTCTGGGTGGCCTGGTTCCGGGTGCGCCGGGCGCGGTT-CCGGGTGTGCCGGGTACCGGCGGTGTTCCG was inserted by site-directed mutagenesis into a bacterial vector containing the WT construct (recombinant mature wild-type human tropoelastin without domain 26A, corresponding to residues 27 to 724 of GenBank entry AAC98394). Both WT and WT+22 tropoelastin were purified as previously described by Wu and Weiss (37) S1E ). The helical extended chain is created with the simulation software CHARMM (38) and defined by the dihedral angles f = −58°and y = −47°. Twentyfour replicas in the temperature range 300 to 900 K were created for each sequence. Exchanges were attempted every 2 ps to allow for system relaxation, for a total of 20,000 exchanges ( fig. S1F ). Exchange acceptance rate between replicas was large, exceeding 40%, which ensured computational efficiency. An ensemble of structures from the last 1000 exchanges at the lowest temperature replica was analyzed. Clusters based on mutual similarity by root mean square deviation (<1 Å) were created with the K-means clustering algorithm in the MMTSB tool set (39) . Lowest-energy representative structures in the top four clusters were selected. Simulations were carried out with the CHARMM19 (38) allatom energy function with the EEF1 force field with a Gaussian effective solvent energy function (38, 40) . The REMD method was set up with the MMTSB tool set (39) . Visualization of protein structures and secondary structure content calculation using the STRIDE algorithm was performed with Visual Molecular Dynamics (41) . Further details on REMD are presented in the Supplementary Materials.
Small-angle x-ray scattering
Wild-type human tropoelastin and WT+22 tropoelastin were purified by high-performance liquid chromatography and confirmed with SDS-PAGE and dynamic light scattering. The protein samples were dissolved in tissue culture phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) [10 mM sodium phosphate and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4)] at a range of concentrations (~1, 3, 6, and 10 mg/ml) and mixed with 2 mM dithiothreitol. SAXS data were collected on EMBL beamline X33 at the light source facility DORIS III at HAmburger SYnchrotronstrahlungsLABor (HASYLAB)/ Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) (42) . Data were collected at 10°C to minimize temperature-dependent aggregation effects, using 8 × 15-s exposures and a 2.7-m sample-to-detector distance to cover a momentum transfer interval of 0.008 < q < 0.60 Å −1
. The modulus of the momentum transfer is defined as q = 4пsinq/l, where 2q is the scattering angle and l is the wavelength. The q range was calibrated using silver behenate powder based on diffraction spacings of 58.38 Å. The scattering images obtained were spherically averaged using in-house software, and buffer scattering intensities were subtracted using PRIMUS (43) . All data were checked for concentration-dependent aggregation, and those from WT (10.8 mg/ml) and WT+22 (10.4 mg/ml) were used for further analyses. Particle shapes were generated ab initio using GASBOR (44) . Multiple GASBOR runs were performed to generate 10 similar shapes that were combined and filtered to produce an average model using the software package DAMAVER (45) .
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
Wells were coated with WT or WT+22 at 4°C overnight and washed with PBS to remove unbound tropoelastin. Wells were blocked with 3% (w/v) bovine serum albumin for 1 hour. Bound tropoelastin was separately detected with one of three primary antibodies: (i) 1:2000 BA4 mouse anti-elastin antibody (Sigma-Aldrich); (ii) 1:500 rabbit anti-C terminus antibody (custom-made by Biomatik); and (iii) 1:5000 mouse antidomain 6 antibody (custom-made by AbMart). Wells were washed and incubated with 1:5000 goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with horseradish peroxidase for 1 hour. Wells were visualized with ABTS solution [2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (1.04 mg/ml), 0.05% (v/v) H 2 O 2 , 10 mM CH 3 COONa, and 5 mM Na 2 HPO 4 ] at 37°C for 1 hour, and absorbance was measured at 405 nm.
Elastic network model and normal-mode analysis Elastic network models were constructed from three-dimensional geometries of the molecules based on average SAXS data to characterize representative motions of WT and WT+22 tropoelastin. Molecular geometries were discretized into a network of connected beads of uniform mass connected via springs with a distance-dependent spring constant similar to that used by Hinsen (19) . Normal-mode analysis with the elastic network model was conducted using the anisotropic network model module in ProDy (46) . Further information on model validation based on a comparison between full-atomistic normal-mode analysis and SAXSbased normal-mode analysis is included in the Supplementary Materials.
Wild-type tropoelastin network models with modified hinge region stiffness were created by varying the cutoff distances of the interacting springs. Wild-type tropoelastin was modeled using a cutoff that included interactions up to the second nearest-neighbor beads. In the stiffened hinge, a cutoff up to the third nearest-neighbor interaction was implemented. The softer hinge was modeled by a reduced cutoff distance covering up to the first nearest-neighbor interaction.
Hydrogel construction
Wild-type human tropoelastin and WT+22 constructs (100 mg/ml in PBS) were cross-linked with a sixfold molar excess of bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) suberate at 37°C for 16 hours to form stable hydrogels, as previously described by Mithieux et al. (47) . For each tropoelastin variant, triplicate hydrogels were produced and analyzed.
Micro-computed tomography Hydrogels were scanned with a SkyScan 1072 micro-CT system using a 60-kV x-ray beam at a resolution of 3.23 mm. The x-ray projection images were converted into a stack of cross sections with the NRecon 1.4.4 cone-beam reconstruction program and rendered into a threedimensional structure with VGStudio MAX 1.2.1 (Volume Graphics GmbH). Hydrogel porosity was calculated using the software CTan (SkyScan) for at least 30 cross-sectional images per hydrogel and averaged over triplicate samples.
Swelling assay
Lyophilized hydrogels of known mass were submerged in Milli-Q water (Millipore) for 24 hours at 4°, 25°, and 37°C. Excess water was drained, and the hydrogels were weighed to obtain the amount of water absorbed per gram of protein.
Compression testing
Lyophilized hydrogels were rehydrated in PBS for 3 hours at 25°C and placed between two metal plates on an analytical balance. Increasing weights were progressively placed on the metal plate above the hydrogel. High-resolution images of the hydrogels were taken after each load addition to determine the extent of compression. The change in hydrogel thickness was measured as a function of applied force.
Scanning electron microscopy Hydrogels were mounted using carbon tape, sputter-coated with a 25-nm gold layer, and imaged on a Zeiss EVO-50 scanning electron microscope.
Immunofluorescence staining of elastin fibers Human dermal fibroblasts (GM3348; Coriell Research Institute, Camden, NJ) cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin, as well as human retinal pigmented epithelium cells (ARPE-19; obtained from M. Madigan, Save Sight Institute, New South Wales, Australia) cultured in DMEM/ nutrient mixture F12 supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin, were seeded on glass coverslips at a density of 18,400 cells/cm 2 . At 10 and 14 days after seeding, respectively, WT/WT+22 tropoelastin (20 or 200 mg/ml) was added to the GM3348 and ARPE-19 cultures. At 1, 4, 7, and 10 days after tropoelastin addition, cells were fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde for 20 min and quenched with 0.2 M glycine. The cells were incubated with 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100 for 6 min, blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin at 4°C overnight, and stained with 1:500 BA4 mouse anti-elastin antibody for 1.5 hours and 1:100 anti-mouse IgG-FITC antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour. The coverslips were then mounted onto glass slides with ProLong Gold anti-fade reagent with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Invitrogen). Slides were visualized with an Olympus FluoView FV1000 confocal microscope. Z-stacks were taken from areas distributed across each sample and converted into maximum projection images. Confocal images of WT and WT+22 elastic fibers were analyzed using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Experimental details on fiber analyses are presented in the Supplementary Materials.
Statistical analyses
Replicate values were reported as means ± SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was calculated using analysis of variance and set at P < 0.05 or higher. In all figures, significance is indicated by asterisks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).
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